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They are both masters of storytelling, and are able to build considerable tension and an overwhelming sense of
panic without descending into histrionics. Running time: 2 hours. Recent horror or ghost plays have relied on
special effects and loud sound effects to elicit scares. The older actor plays around half a dozen characters,
while the other takes the role of young Kipps, a solicitor in the remote town of Crythin Gifford, who has to
visit a mysterious house in the marshes to tie up a dead woman's affairs â€” discovering all too late why the
townsfolk shrink from the place. Much of the early part of the show consists of a persistent actor, ably played
by Adam Wesley Brown, trying to coax a stuffy old muggle Bradley Armacost to put a little razzle-dazzle into
his rather humdrum personal account of his encounter with a ghost. Photograph: Martin Godwin for the
Guardian Robin Herford was running the Stephen Joseph theatre in Scarborough when he realised he hadn't
spent his entire grant. Adapted in by Stephen Mallatratt from Susan Hill's novel about a man literally haunted
by the titular vengeful evil spirit, this play has been running continuously in London's West End since , and it
is easy to see why. During their speeches, the audience got the feeling they were attending a celebratory
family reunion which resulted in a very special night had by all. Bluff, good natured and slightly obtuse, like
so many horror story protagonists, Kipps embarks on this adventure without the slightest hesitation. Able to
deliver an emotional roller-coaster from various comedy moments to being utterly frozen in fear, Spencer uses
his exceptional skill to woo the audience into the storyâ€¦ and a false sense of security. Ken Drury , who plays
Arthur Kipps in the West End production, relishes the recent memory of a man who gasped "Fuck's sake! On
the night I attend, the Fortune is full of screaming year-olds, but the play is easily capable of terrifying older
viewers, too. Elderly Arthur Kipps brings a ghost story to a young actor; it's the story of something that
happened to Kipps 30 years earlier, and the actor turns it into a drama. Term times are particularly busy: The
Woman in Black is popular with school groups, since it's part of the curriculum. Its popularity has been further
boosted by this year's film adaptation, which starred Daniel Radcliffe. The script calls for only two actors,
minimal scenery and a handful of low-tech special effects â€” with which Herford and his design team devised
an atmosphere of delicious dread punctuated with well-timed shocks. He employs a young actor to help him
deliver his story to family and friends and hopefully eradicate his nightmares and on-going fears. This is also a
show where much depends on strong lighting and sound design; Kevin Sleep lighting and Rod Mead sound do
not disappoint. As he delves deeper into the mystery surrounding this woman, Kipps uncovers her secret with
horrific consequences. We've certainly made the government a phenomenal amount through VAT on tickets,
far more than the subsidy Scarborough received. Fox also plays multiple characters and the wonderfully
written play within a play adaption allows for this easy transition. Recommended: Yes, if you like theatrical
thrillers, this is your best bet in town. It begins innocently enough, but as the pair explore the tale, they find
themselves caught up in a world of eerie marshes and moaning winds and the lines between make-believe and
reality begin to blur. The actor assigns himself the part of the young Kipps while casting the real Kipps as all
the other characters in the story. So what makes The Woman in Black so frightening? El Molino Ave.
Although everyone involved in The Woman in Black believes it will run and run, it has a long way to go
before it catches up with Agatha Christie's The Mousetrap , which has been in the West End for 60 years.
Meanwhile, the clever, meta-theatrical framework sweeps the audience up into the magic â€” reminding us
how little is required, besides imagination, to set a scene. But it took my son to Oxford, and it has given me a
measure of security few freelance directors can enjoy. Buy tickets Sam Marlowe " His boss, Alan Ayckbourn ,
was off on sabbatical, so Herford decided, what with Christmas coming up, to put on a ghost story that could
be staged cheaply and quickly â€” not in the main theatre, but in the bar. Saturdays, 2 and 7 p. Mallatratt
actually tells two stories at once in his adaptation: one about the attempt to turn a man's recollections of a
traumatic event into a theater piece, and the other about the traumatic memory itself. The story is engaging,
packed with interesting, eccentric English characters, and contains enough jump scares to keep an audience on
the edge of its seat. Both Fox and Spencer work together extremely well, showing that sometimes the very
best in theatre magic is a classic ghost story simply acted by two people. A year later, it moved to the Lyric
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Hammersmith and finally to the West End, where it has played at the Fortune theatre since  When sent to
settle the estate of the recently deceased Alice Drablow, Kipps comes face-to-face with the woman in black,
whose appearance strikes dread into the heart of this remote village on the coast of England. Where I sat: C in
the Upper Circle.


